Father’s Day Gift Guide

Papa’s got a brand new ... everything

BY TINA CHADHA/METRO

You can think of ROOT as root beer’s edgier big brother. The liquor is based on a Pennsylvania folk recipe that kicked alcohol during prohibition. www.hitimewine.net

$39

Indulge Dad’s appreciation of the little things with the Simple Diary, a journal that asks whimsical questions to help recall and record his day. www.simplediary.com

$15

Dad loves his gadgets, hates wires. With Cocoon’s portable GRID-IT system, all his devices, from his mouse to his iPhone, stay organized. www.cocooninnovations.com

$20

Why should mom get all the good beauty products? Kiehl’s Daily Energizing Kit lets him secretly indulge in his grooming. www.kiehls.com

$49

Dad doesn’t bring much to the kitchen but sure is mean behind the grill. Bring him tender, juicy cuts from one of the nation’s best meat purveyors, Allen Brothers, and get the cookout started. USDA Prime Boneless Strip Steak, www.allenbrothers.com

$100 FOR FOUR 8 OZ STEAKS

Swig and pass

Whether it’s out camping or suffering though your recital, a swig of whiskey from this flask makes everything better. For more info on the Stanley Flask, left, visit www.dwr.com.